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Abstract
The river is an open system. The nature of surface runoff is determined by climatic and geomorphic
system. The assessment of present earth’s geological and climatic situations provides an idea about its
evolutionary history. The analysis of present geographical situation gives an idea of its palaeo
conditions. The India is a land of diversities. India contains a unique combination of geology, climatology
and landform. The Indian landmass has crossed a long path with geological and climatic evolution.
River plays a major role to integrate the landscape and ecological settings of its catchment area. The
bornhardt and monadonack are not rare in Indian scenario. The Gandeshwari rivulet zone is the part of
eroded plateau and the hill Shushunia is the example of monadonack and it is the larger edition of
bornhardt in Indian context. The indiscriminate and commercial sand withdrawal from river bed has just
started here (last two decades) but continuation of sand withdrawal practice will lead impacts on bottom
configuration of river bed and it has been changing the riparian situation of Gandeshwari river.
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The river is an open system. The nature of surface runoff is determined by climatic and geomorphic
system. The analysis of present earth’s geological and climatic situation provides an idea about its
evolutionary history (uniformitarianism, 2016). India contains a unique combination of geology,
climatology and landform. It has crossed a long path with geological and climatic evolution. River plays
a major role to integrate the landscape with geology and climatic settings. The rain drop possesses
potential energy. As water begins to flow down the natural slope, the potential energy gets momentum
and being kinetic river flow.
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1.0 Objective

The primary objective of this study is to identify a few geomorphic features like bornhardt and
monadonack within the small basin of river Gandeshwari. Those identified geomorphic features may be
act as Indian examples of monadonack as well as bornhardt in near future. The secondary objective is to
identify the anthropogenic intervention sites of Gandeshwari river basin area where the sand withdrawal
activity are going on with and without legal approval. The immediate impact of river-bed sand withdrawal
activities has covered here.

2.0 Study Area:
Gandheswari river is 49 kilometres (31.36 miles) long, flows in Bankura district, West Bengal (Fig.1, 2),
India. It originates near the border zone of District Purulia and Bankura (West Bengal). It flows side by
the Shushunia Hill (height 440 m, 23° 22' 30'' N and 86°58'20'' E) and occupies an area of 389 square km
(approx) and north of Bankura and it meets the Dwarakeswar river near Bhujsahar (Table 1). It is subject
to sudden flooding during rains (flash flood).

3.0 Methodology:
The basic method of this study is empirical and the review of literatures. The geomorphic information has
taken using by a descriptive approach including a geomorphologic survey of the river bed, the
stratigraphic study of river basin and morphological analysis of water flow. A relation has been
established in-between geological references and field observations. To present, geomorphic and
geological information a few maps have been prepared. From the topographical sheets (73M, 73N,
R.F.1:250,000) of Survey of India, few geo information (such as average slope, surface elevation) have
been collected. The sand withdrawal sites have been identified by GPS and those have plotted in map.

A few geomorphic features like monadonack and bornhardt have been identified and which may be act as
an example in Indian context. Here the basic concept of Hotton’s uniformitarianism; ‘present is the key of
past’ has taken as key to study the past climatic and geomorphic information. On the basis of
palaeontological and geological information, the palaeo-geomorphic situations as well as identification of
monadonack and bornhardt have been specified.
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4.0 Gandeshwari Rivulet and Its Attributes:
The Gandeshwari river basin is uniclinal and gentle slopping river basin except the Shushunia hill zone
(Fig 1 and 2). The average height of this basin area varies from 90 m to 437 m. This river flows over the
extended part of Chatonagpur plateau and it lies in the extreme eastern end of Purulia Bankura ductile
shear zone (Sengupta, 1966). This is the ancient land mass and the land is older than Pleistocene
(E.H.Pasco, 1975). During the Silurian, earth underwent considerable changes (Gutierrez 1990). Here the
tectonic activity continued to shift the continents during the Silurian. The zone has experienced a long
warm greenhouse phase during early Permian (M.S 1960).This region was in southern hemisphere (40⁰ S)
and marked by the aridity during the Silurian era (Table 2). This study area comprises with undulating
Plane (Below 120metre), eroded plateau (120-220 metre) and Shushinia Hill Zone (220-437 metre). The
undulating plane is just like a pene-plane (Davician concept) and the inclination of land is unidirectional
too.

4.1 Geological attributes of Study Area:

The geological foundation of the study area is mainly Azoic (Archaean) (Wadia. D.N. 1975). This is the
oldest formation with combination of granites, Chotonagpur gneisses and few ultra basic rocks
(Pasco.E.H 1975). The dolerite, pegmatite, aplit, vein quartz, granite, gneiss, are most common rocks.
This region is the combination of three principal types of formations; Gandowana super group,
Chotonagpur Gneissic Complex and Tertiary alluvium (Kumar, 2014).The upper layer of soil covers with
sedimentary rock of stone and conglomerate (Fig.3). The Shushunia hill zone covers with gneiss which
composed with sillimanite and kyanite bearing quartzite. It is metamorphosed form of peri-alluminaus
sedimentary rock of proterozoic formation (R.K.Asthana, 2011, Feb).

The Silurian (Paleozoic era) was the origin era river Gandeshwari when the warm and green house phase
has started (Miah 2015). The site and situation of the water flow was full of fallacies. The evolution of
that surface runoff has started in late carboniferous to early Permian era. During Mesozoic fissure
eruption (Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous) the flow was interrupted but the location has not shifted.
During Cainozoic (Eocene to Miocene) the flow direction of river has distorted (Pal 2014). The mature
sedimentary rock of arenites is observed near the Bhujsahar village. This is the evidence of Gondwana
Super group with a unique sequence of fluviatile rock deposit of Permo Carboniferous (late
Carboniferous and early Permian) era (Gutierrez 1990).
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The Pleistocene modified geological formation is observed in Calc Schist rock which is igneous origin
(modified as olivine and ultra-mafic rocks). This hard, non foliated metamorphosed quartz-sand stone
(rocky) covers the outer surface near the source region of river Gandeshwari (Sengupta, 1966). Quartzite
(hard) is the non-foliated metamorphosed rock and normally it is observed in (tertiary) belt of orogeny.
But the study area is not lies in orogeny belt of tertiary era. Here, the ductile sharing zone (Purulia) is
responsible for formation of Quartzite (Carboniferous Continental breaks) (Mishra. DC and Kumar RC,
2014).This rigid mass had experienced proterozoic orogeny and the rivulet Gandeshwari comes to this
ancient craton during Silurian period (Palaeozoic Era) (Pal, 2014). Now this small rivulet zone is the
living relict of azoic, proterozoic, palaeozoic (carboniferous) and tertiary (lateritic terrain) formations
simultaneously (Table 2). This study area is small container of vast geological history and this river
depicts the palaeo-geological events by its diversified rock strata.

Here the lineament is the most dominant factor which controls the river course. In spite of consequent
nature of river course, the lower confluence is totally guided by the lineament (Fig.3). The typical
meandering near the estuary of Gandeshwari River (near Banki Village) is simple reflection of under
lying lineament. This lineament is the relicts of proterozoic orogeny (Mishra. DC and Kumar RC,
2014).This formation is quite similar to the Aravalli orogeny in Proterozoic era (Kumar, 2014).

4.2 Areal Attributes of Gandeshwari River:

The main drainage pattern of this river is dendritic or sub dendrictic (Fig 4). This drainage pattern
indicates that surface layer of basin is homogeneous in nature and it maintains uniformity in erosion and
weathering processes. The dendritic and sub dendritic pattern of Gandeshwari rivulet signifies the
following geomorphic facts:

(i) Uniform sub surface and Sub surface layer (rocks and mineral composition)
(ii) Uniform rate of erosion (obviously by uniform erosion agents)
(iii) The principal gradient is toward the main surface runoff (Fig.4)
(iv) The surface runoff is mainly subsequent and consequent types
(v) Uniformity in surface elevation
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Stream Order and Topography:

The river is the linear geographical attribute and stream order is nothing but the algorithmic
representation of drainage net work. The more diversified bifurcation of stream indicates lesser
probability to get flash flood. In national level, water greed and river linking project are the focal theme to
the planner. The diversified bifurcation ratio gives idea about drainage net work and it also shows an
avenue to prevent flood in natural way (Kapur. 2002). The river Gandeshwari is too little in (49 km)
length but it has up to 5th order of stream. Its upper catchment shows high bifurcation ratio (more than 3,
in headwords area) and that implies the construction of earthen embankment can prevent flash flood in its
lower catchment (near Junbedia, Kelabola Village). The channel trench of (one of first order stream of
Gandeshwari) Gangajalghati jor (Fig.2) is remarkably high and its’ lithological combination indicates
history of fluvial luscastrine deposition during late pleistocene (Gutierrez 1990) era.

The diversified stream order of Gandeshwari signifies the following geographical facts:

(i)

High dissected index of surface area around the Chhatna Block (abundance of first order of
stream)

(ii)

High rate of erosion in upper catchment (zone of first order stream)

(iii)

Formation of bad land topography in upper catchment area (zone of first order stream, in
Chhatna Block)

(iv)

Diversified streams order within small linear distance is responsible for flash flood in the lower
catchment. The incident of flash flood near Satighat is very common in each and every year.

(v)

The stream order of a river channel controls the sediment delivery ratio of its lower catchment
(Table 3, Fig.4).This river covers up to 5th order of stream and the tentative sedimentary delivery
ratio (Table 3) is high in the zone of first order stream (Fig.4) but the bifurcation ratio is high in
3rd order stream zone (Fig 4, Table 3). That fact indicates that though the sand delivery is high in
upper catchment but the sand and gravel deposition is high in mid catchment area.

Drainage Density:

Here comparatively high drainage density of Gandeshwari indicates the following facts:

(i) Average drainage density of river is 1km/sq Km. The recent drainage configuration in this
uniclinal structure is the fact of early-Pleistocene era.
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(ii) High Drainage Density with steep river gradient is responsible for gully erosion in upper
catchment.

The considerable high drainage density is responsible for conducive and quick disposal of runoff down to
the channel. The first response is reflected in pronounced peaked discharge. The low drainage density
indicates the late mature or old stage of river and also indicates nominal average width with gentle slope.
Here the overland flow is predominant in river basin with lower drainage density.

Longitudinal profile of river Gandeshwari:

The longitudinal profile shapes the river course. The underlying geology, slope and riparian vegetation
control the flow path in natural way and human land uses add further complication on it. The water mass
flow over it (Fig.5) and it is nothing but the river’s bottom line (Table 4, Fig.5). The water has a longer
residence time in the ground has more opportunity to dissolve minerals and leads a chemical signature of
the under lying geology. Long profile shows the palaeo-geomorphic imprints of river bed. The concavity
increases toward the source region of Gandeshwari (Fig 5).

4.3 Qualitative Assessment of River Water:

The pH level of river water (studied in lower catchment near Satighat) varies from 5.4 to 6.5 (Table 4).
But the pH value of spring water of Shushunia is slightly alkaline in nature. It varies from 7.9 to .89
(Table 4).

Turbidity of River Water:

Turbidity is the amount of cloudiness in the water. This can vary from a river full of mud and silt where it
would be impossible to see through the water (high turbidity), to spring water which appears to be
completely clear (low turbidity). It is very important to measure the turbidity of domestic water supplies,
as these supplies often undergo some type of water treatment which can be affected by turbidity. During
the rainy season when mud and silt are washed into river water (Table 5) and increased turbidity. The
high turbidity can quickly block filters and stop them from working effectively (Table 5).
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5.0 Geomorphology and Gandeshwari Basin:
Though the Gandeshwari river basin is tiny one but it is full of diversities and it has divided into seven
geomorphic units (Fig.6) as follows:
(i) Denudational Upland with Monadonack
(ii) Shallow Lateritic Upland
(iii) Moderate Lateritic Upland
(iv) Pediment Deep
(v) Washed Plane
(vi) Collovial Valley Fills
(vii)

Flood Plain

(viii)

Gully Erosion

The hill Shushunia (437m) is abruptly high from its surrounding terrain. It is just like an isolated hill of
bedrock standing conspicuously above the general level of its surrounding area. It is left as relicts of
erosion, because of their more resistant rock composition; it consists of quartzite and less jointed massive
volcanic rocks (Mukherjee. P.K.1995). This hill appears like a monadonack. The monadonack is observed
in humid and temperate climatic zones. The physical appearance, geological structure and climatic
situation clearly depict, the Shushunia hill (Brook, 2012) is the remnant of erosion upland and now it is
very relevant to define as ‘monadonack’.
More over the geo- physical appearances of Shushunia hill is quite similar to Mt. Monadonack. The
mount Monadonack is a solitary mass of rock (3,165 feet or 965 metres) in Monadnock State Park,
southeast of Keene, in Cheshire County, southwestern New Hampshire, U.S. This is the perfect example
of monadonack (according to Davisian concept).The geo-physical similarity of the Shushunia with Mt.
Monadonack hill reveals that the Shushunia hill is the example of erosional relict of Chotanagpur
plateau and stand as monadonack (plate 1,2).
The rock composition of Shushunia hill is quite similar to bornhardts. The rock composition of
bornhardts includes granites or gneisses and sometimes formed in other rock types such as dacite, norite,
limestone, sandstone and conglomerate (Brook, 2012). The bornhardts are small in size but the shushunia
hill is larger edition of bornhardt in Indian context (Fig.7, 8). The bornhardt lies in multi-cyclic land
from (Brook, 2012). Here this ancient craton has coved series of formation and also depicts inversion of
relief too. That indicates the multi-cyclic evolution of land from (Brook, 2012).
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More over the bornhadt in tropical area reveals the palaeo climatic history and existence of bornhardt
indicates the past semi arid and arid climatic condition of this region. The present palaeontological study
show that this area has crossed a long path with arid and semi arid climate (Pal.2014).

5.1 Palaeonthology and Gandeshwari River

A large collection of animal fossils have found in this area (Table 6). Those fossils (animal) depict the
stratigrafic sequence of the alluvial deposits and those were placed in the late Pleistocene-Holocene era
(Das Sarma, 1982). The localities of Bamundiha (south of Dhankora Jor), Biribari (near the confluence of
Gandheswari and Jhikuria) and Suabasa and two caves namely, Jamthol (southwest of Shushunia) and
Bhaluksoda (in the northeast of Shushunia hill) yielded a number of animal fossils and bone tools (Das
Sarma, 1982).

Palaeontological analysis gives the idea about climatic changes of Gandeshwari rivulet zone (Dutta, 1976)
The evidences of papaeo-humid climate condition observe in faunal fossils (Table 6, Fig 9) who had been
surviving in this riverine zone with wet climatic conditions (Neogi, 2011). The fossils were recovered
from the deposits along the Gandheswari river where the river course is considerably steep (Sankhyan,
Dewangum, & Chakraborty, 2014, Aug.). These fossil horizons are most common in weathered sandy
silt materials. This area was covered by the forested tract in late Pleistocene and that area was also full of
water and eventually after wet phases it become humid (Charlton, 2008) and present climatic conditions
come to realty. The fossils of Giraffe and Zebra are the evidences of semi arid to arid climatic condition
(Table 6) (Pal, 2014) in past.

Here the lateritic upland is the result of (warm and humid climate) late quaternary formation (Miah 2015).
The rill and gully erosion is common in upper catchment and the gully erosion and the formation of
lateritic soil zone are the very common association. Here lateritic soil profile extends up to the depth of
30-35 cm. The pediment region covers with fine alluvial deposits. This deposit is mainly riverine origin
and formed in late tertiary era (Asthana, 2011, Feb). The steady gradient of tiny tributaries of
Gandeshwari river are responsible for high sedimentary delivery ratio and those tributaries zones
(meeting point with river) become wash plain. The alluvial fan (Fig 6) is observed in lower zone of basin
area and it is the zone of Permo-Carboniferous lacustrine deposit. The relicts of animal fossil (Neogi,
2011) indicates that the alluvium deposition of Gandeshwari basin area in the result of late quaternary
formation. Here the alluvium deposit (tertiary alluvium) is not older than the tertiary (Brook, 2012).
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5.2 Anthropogenic Intervention in River Morphology:

The river Gandeshwari holds geological records since Silurian to recent era (Charlton, 2008). But in a last
decade a few anthropogenic intervention as sand mining activities has changed its original attributes.
These indiscriminate anthropogenic interventions of river bed not only violate the river sustainability but
the ultimate costs of those activities reflect in irregularities in river system.

5.2.1 River Bed Sand Mining:

The sand and gravel withdrawal from river bed is very common incident in India. Sand is a flow and
natural and as well as renewable resource. The minerals composition of sand is silica and quartz. Two
types of stream sand mining are observed here; dry pit and wet pit mining. Dry pit is nothing but a sand
excavation method from seasonally dry stream bed and on the contrary, the wet pit mining involves sand
withdrawal from the perennial stream bed (Negros 2016).

Change in Riparian System:

The intensive sand mining activities has obstructed the annual growth of riparian flora; Saccharum
spontaneum or kans grass (a robust, perennial grass) grass (Table 7). It is very efficient binder of soils,
and particularly useful for prevent soil erosions. Kash is a key species in the evolution and development
of cultivated sugarcane (S. officinarum), and it is also dominant breeding plants to resist in adverse
climatic conditions (Anon. 1972). The decay in density of Saccharum spontaneum in river bed has been
destroying species diversities in riparian zone (Table 7).

5.2.2 Immediate Consequences of Sand Mining Activities:

(i) The indiscriminate sand withdrawal (Table 8) has just started here (last two decades) but in near future
it would be changed bottom configuration of river bed (Fig.5).
(iii) Drinking water withdrawal from river bed (to create a pit) (1 to 1.5 m depth) is an ancient practiced.
During scorching summer people use to collect sub surface water from artificial dug pit of river bed
(Sinha.M, 2016). Now due to excessive sand withdrawal (by the wet pit technique) the subsurface water
becomes scanty during summer (Table 9).
(iii)Turbidity of river water has increased day by day. The samples have been collected from its middle
to lower catchment and those samples have been tested (Table 5).
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Turbidity is the condition resulting from suspended solids in the water, including silts, clays, industrial
wastes, sewage and plankton. Such particles absorb heat in the sunlight, thus raising water temperature,
which in turn lowers dissolved oxygen levels. In stream sand mining activities will have an impact upon
the water quality too.

(iv) The continuous sand removal from dry river bed responsible for formation of depression-area or
shallow hollow zone. The water stagnation (just immediate after monsoon) on that depression area (in
river bed) is very common fact (Sinha.M, 2016). That increases susceptibility of sand bank failure during
dry period. Sometimes that sand wall collapses and responsible for loss of lives. These dry depressionareas or hollow zone give an appearance which is very similar to desertic bolson. It will change the river’s
bottom line in near future and leads steady and gradual modification of river’s bottom line.
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Gandeshwari River Basin

Fig.2
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Geological Setup of Study Area

Fig.3
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Fig.4
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Longitudinal Profile of River Gandeshwari

Fig.5

Geomorphic Units of Gandeshwari Basin

Fig.6
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Topographical Map of Stone Mountain, Georgia

The Topographical Map of Stone Mountain, Georgia, It shows igneous stock feature rising above
peneplain.
Fig.7

Topographical Map of Shushunia Hill

Source: Topographical Sheet 73I/15,SOI, Shushunia Hill (Appears like Monadonack)
Fig .8
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Palaeontogical Sites of Gandeshwari Basin

Fig.9

Table: 1 Attributes of Gandeshwari Rivulet

Name of River

Gandeshwari (Fig 1 & 2)

River System

Tributary of Dwarekeshwar River (upto 5th order of stream) (A.N.Strahler,
1964)

Length of River

49 km

Basin Area

339km² (approx) (It covers Chhatna Block, Bankura I and II Blocks)

Originating Point

Near Purulia and Bankura District Boundary at extreme north

Remarkable point

Shushunia Hill (Bankura District, Chhatna Block)

End Point

Meets Dwarekeshwar River Near Bhujsahar Village

Predominant Fact Lineament guided rivulet (mainly the lower confluence)
about River
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Table 2: Geological Era of Early Hominoids and Geo-Climatic Information of Gandeshwari Basin

Geological Era &
Sub Era
AZOIC
(4000- -----------2500million years
ago)
PROTEROZOIC ------------(250-500 million
years ago)
PALEOZOIC
Cambrian
Ordovician
(500-252.17
Silurian
million years ago) Devonian
Carboniferous
Permian
MESOZOIC
(2.52.17-66
million years ago)
CAINOZOIC
(66-2.58million
years ago)
QUATERNARY
(2.58-0.005
million years ago)

Triassic
Jurassic
Cretaceous
Paleocene
Eocene
Oligocene
Miocene
Pliocene
Pleistocene
(2.58million
years-11.7
thousand years
ago)
Holocene
(11.7thousand
years –recent)
---------------

Rocks and Minerals

Climate and River

Dolerite,
pegmatite,
aplit, vein mica schist,
quartz schist
Dharwar Rock;
quartz, granite, gneiss,
norite, amphibolites,
------------------Formation of Lime
stone & Slates
Quartz and crystalline
lime stone
Amphibolites ,
Sand stone, lime stone
series formation
------------------------

----------

Laterite formation

Alluvium deposit
(2 to 3 metres)

Study Area and
Human Culture
---------------

Ice Age

Formation
rigid
Craton (proterozoic
orogeny)
Warm phases
Do
Warming phase Origin
of
due to green Gandeshwari
house process
Rivulet (Silurian to
Devonian)
Cool and then Lacustrine deposit
warm condition
Humid Climate Lacustrine deposit
with surface run
off
Dry and humid
climate,

Hominoid Culture

Alluvium with sand Controlled fire,
stone and laterites
earliest
large
Present position
game hunting
--------Evolution
of
Human Culture

Plalaeolithic
Industry
(Stone Age)
Lower Palaeolithic
Era
Acheulean Culture
Controlled
fire,
hunting, Acheulean
Culture
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Table 3: Stream Order and Recent Sediment Delivery Ratio (Gandeshwari river basin)

Stream
Order

Number of
Stream
(Strahler’s
Method)

Sediment
Bi
frication Length of
Channel
Delivery Ratio Ratio
Stream
Characteristics
in %
Rb=Nu/N(u+1) (in Km)

1st Order

221

80

------

213.44

2nd Order
3rd Order

54
11

30-70
10-30

4.09
4.90

92.81
48.66

4th Order

03

10

3.66

17.02

5th Order
TOTAL

01
290

0

3

27.32
399.25

Very
Highly
Dissected
Dissected
Highly Dissected
Flat with slightly
Undulating
Plain

Source: Topographical Sheets 73I/14,15, 73M/3, 4 , SOI, and field survey
Table: 4 Ph Level of Gandeshwari River and Spring Water of Shushunia Hill

Location
Satighat
(Bankura I Block)
Butsahar
(Bankura II Block)
Kelabola
(Bankura Block)

Ph Value
Ph Value
(Month of November - (Month of July –
December)
August)
PRE MONSOON
POST MONSOON

PH Level of Spring
Water Shushunia Hill

6.2

June 2015

4.8

December

4.7

5.8

6.3

5.9

6.0

5.0

Banki

6.0

5.0

Shshunia

6.0

5.8

Purendrapur
(Bankura Block I)

6.5

5.2

Source: Survey during 2015 June- 2015 December

Table 5: Level of Turbidity in River Water (2015-16 Pre and Post Monsoon)
Turbidity (NTU)
Turbidity Units

Depth
Pre
Nephelometer (from the surface layer of water to
Monsoon
10 cm depth)
Near Satighats and Banki Village
65-73

Post
Monsoon
89-110
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Table 6: Palaeontological Sites of Gandeshwari River Basin
(Evidences of Climate Changes during Pleistocene)

3

Jhikoria
Village

Do

4

Do

Do

5

Gogra

DO

6

Kayerbani

02026900
& 212

7

Shushunia

02008400
& 89

8

Sikaria

-NA

23°27'17" N 23°23'22" N
&
&
86°55'24"E 86°56'28"E

02008400
&27

Do

2

Jamthal
Village,
Near
Shushunia
Hill
Jhikoria

Latitude
and
Longitude

DO

1

Location
Code &
JL No
02006500
&8

23°27'17" N & 23°23'40" N 23°25'50" N 23°27'13" N
86°55'24"E
&
&
&
86°58'40"E 86°56'E
86°57'28"E

Location

Animal
Fossil

Scientific Name Part of Fossil
of Animal

Giraffe

Linn,
Giraffe End of the tibia
Camelopurdalis

Do

Do

Gray
Leopard

Upper right 3rd
molar, left upper 1st
molar, left upper 3rd
molar,
Linn, Panthera Right 1st lower
Purdas
premolar

Antelope

Cervicapre Lnn

Molar

Swamp
deer

Ceruvs
Duvauceli
Cuvier

Lower
molar

Zebra

left

2nd

Premolar

Deer

Cervus
Duvauceli
Cuvier

Fragments of antler

DO

DO

DO
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Table 7: Sand Withdrawal Sites of Gandeshwari Basin

Sl No
1
2
3

Sand withdrawal sites
Block Names
Chhatna
Bankura I
Bankura II

Village Names with Jurisdiction List Number
Jhikuria (27), Shushunia (89)
Jogdallha (141), Patakala (138)
Banki (56), Bhuj Sohar (60), Sendra (96)

Source: Field Survey, 2015 May (Covers only the Blocks of Bankura District
Table 8: Decay in Density of Saccharun Spontaneum in River Bed (2000 on words)
Name of Blocks

Jurisdiction List number of Villages

Chhatna
Block

Bankura I

Bankura II

District

Location
Codes

Name of Villages

Jurisdiction
List No.

Area (Hector)

02018600
02018700
02018800
02019600
02025400
02026100

Brajamohanpur
Dhengakend
Ghar Mora
Dalpur
Patjuri A Agaya
Mahes Khapari

129
130
131
139
197
204

47.5
43.1
98.2
95.0
268.2
128.1

02070800
02070000
02070100
02070200
02070500
02071000
02067600
02067700

Jagadalla
Manushmura
Dadhimukha
Aralbanshi
Patakala
Dabra
Kaludihi
Chhatar Dihi

141
133
134
135
138
143
109
110

207.7
97.5
211.5
98.4
111.8
85.1
86.0
119.6

02077700
02077200
02077300
02077400
02078800
02081300
02083500
02077600

Bhuj Sohar
Garerban
Ekteswar
Sankarhati
Keseakol
Sendra
Banki
Bhadul

60
55
56
57
71
96
118
59

180.4
134.5
188.4
83.4
101.0
112.2
55.7
138.3

Sources: Survey during 2015 September, (covers only Bankura District)
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Table 9: Scanty of Sub Surface Water Zone (During Summer)

Name of Blocks

Jurisdiction List number of Villages

Chatna

Bankura 156,155,150,124,156,

Bankura II

District

774,773,772,777,835

Source: Field Survey during 2014 May, 2015 April & 2016 April -May

